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Wigmore Hall's Schools Programme
is supported by John Lyon's Charity
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Bees have been an inspiration for
composers and artists for many
years. Have a listen to Flight
of the Bumblebee, written in 1899
by the Russian composer Nikolai
Rimsky-Korsakov. Why do you
think the piece has this name?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAJcVR0n-ek
Why not use this piece as the soundtrack to
a bee-themed game of musical statues?
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MAGIC
FINGER
Tell the group that you have brought a magic
buzzing finger with you.
Make a buzzing sound as you ‘fly’ your finger
around the space, as if pointing towards
an imaginary bee in flight. These gestures
should match the sound made by the voice
(swooping vocal gestures fit with swooping
hand gestures).
After showing a range of sounds and shapes,
offer to share the magic finger with the
group. Everyone in the circle has a go, no
matter how short or quiet their sound is and
the sound and magic is passed on when one
finger touches the next. This gets children
making solo sounds and exploring their voices.
It encourages listening and turn-taking, and
is really good fun!
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Have a sing through this simple song.
We wrote this song with a class of Year 1
and 2 children! Can you make up actions to
go with each of the lines?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Please, friendly
Bees, let me
Taste your yummy
Honey
Buzzy Bee round
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Once you’ve got it, you could try splitting into
parts and singing it as a round. Try it in two
groups first, with the second group starting
when the first group reaches line three “Taste…”
If you fancy a tougher challenge, you can
split into three or even four groups!
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In 2016, the English artist Wolfgang Buttress
created a gigantic sculpture, The Hive,
inspired by the shape of a beehive. Visitors
to Kew Gardens can climb underneath and
inside The Hive, where they can hear a
special soundtrack created by musicians and
bees working together.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UevWXcSkiNg
Listen to the track.
• How many different sounds can you identify?
• Can you tell which sounds are from musical instruments
and which are from the natural world?
• Can you find out how many different sounds bees make?
They don’t just buzz!
• Listen again and this time imagine that you are inside a
real beehive. Draw what you can see.
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There are many different types of bee.
Some of them are solitary, but honeybees
live together in large colonies of up to 80,000
insects. They work together as a team to
make sure that all the jobs in the hive get
completed.
NURSE BEES (FEMALE)
Clean and guard the hive, feed the larvae,
build honeycomb.
WORKER BEES (FEMALE)
Gather nectar and pollen, produce honey and
royal jelly, keep the hive cool in summer and
warm in winter.
QUEEN BEES (FEMALE)
Control the colony and lay eggs.
DRONES (MALE)
Mate with the queen and help to keep the
hive cool in summer and warm in winter.
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Can you make up a new piece of percussion
music inspired by the different jobs that bees
do? You will need enough percussion instruments
for each child in the class to have their own
one. It can be effective to split the instruments
into categories, for example:

drums

shakers/
scrapers

wood

e.g. djembe,
hand held,
bongos

e.g.
egg shakers,
guiros

e.g. claves,
octotones,
castanets

metal

tuned

e.g. triangles,
e.g.
cabasas, chime bars,
cowbells
xylophones,
glockenspiels
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TOP TIPS

• Before you even get the instruments out,
establish some ground rules with the children,
eg. no playing when somebody is talking, no
talking when somebody is playing. This will give
you a reference point later on when the noise
levels start to rise. Remember that it is actually
very hard to have an instrument in front of you
and not play it!
• Ask children to put instruments down on the
floor when they’re not playing.
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TOP TIPS

• When you first hand out instruments, give the
children a couple of minutes to experiment and
see if they can create three different sounds
with their instrument. This can be quite noisy
but it will help them broaden their understanding
of the instruments and understand the full range
of sounds they have at their disposal when it
comes to making their piece. If you have got
time, the whole class could listen to each child
individually share their three sounds.
• Before you split into small groups, practise some
whole-class ensemble skills; play one short note
together; play softly together, play loudly
together; start and stop together.
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Split the class into groups of five to six children. If you can
have an adult supervising each group, it will help them stay on
task. Assign each group a particular type of bee and get them
to spend five minutes chatting and coming up with a plan for
a short piece of music that tells the story of their bee’s special
job. They might want to write the plan down in words, or make a
diagram showing what happens when. Encourage them to keep it
simple – each piece just needs a beginning, a middle and an end.
Remember that it’s also possible to use voice sounds (e.g.
humming, chanting, singing, whispering, whistling) and body
percussion (e.g. clapping, stamping) to great effect.
The groups may instinctively think along the lines of using
sound effects to describe literally the bees’ jobs. Encourage
them also to think about the mood of their piece, and how they
might use rhythms and melodies to create an atmosphere.
Once they’ve made their plans, give the groups another ten
minutes to practise putting their pieces together.. When it
comes to performing the new pieces to each other, ask the
audience to close their eyes during the music, and see if they
can guess which job is being depicted.
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WAGGLE DANCE
When a worker bee discovers a meadow or garden full
of flowers, she returns to the hive and starts dancing.
Her dance, called a ‘waggle-dance’, is a way of letting
the other bees know exactly which direction and how
far away the flowers are.
Imagine you have an important message to tell your
friends, but you are only allowed to communicate by
dancing – no talking or writing allowed! Try making
up your own waggle-dance and see if your friends can
work out what the message is.
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MAKE BEE SHAKERS
You will need:
• A clean, dry, empty plastic drink bottle, with a lid
• Some dry rice, lentils or beans
• Black and yellow card, glue, felt tips, scissors
• Any other decorating materials
Instructions:
• First put some rice or pulses inside your bottle. Notice how
different pulses make a different sound. The bottle should
be about a quarter full. Screw the lid on.
• Now you can start decorating. Cut strips of yellow and
black card and glue them round the bottle, to make stripes
of alternating colours. This is your bee’s body!
• Cut out a circle to be your bee’s face. What sort of
expression will she have?
• Draw some wings and cut them out too.
• Stick the face and wings on to your bee’s body. What is her name?
Once everyone has made a bee shaker, it’s time to see if you can
co-operate as well as worker bees do. Can you all play softly
together? Start and stop at the same time? Gradually get louder
and quieter? Now try shaking a short simple rhythm – can
everyone copy in unison? Once you’ve got the hang of this, you can
take turns to be the leader – see how well everyone can follow.
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NEW WORDS, OLD TUNE
Start with a well-known tune – for example, London’s
Burning. This is great because it has an easy melody
and repetitive lyrics. Now see if you can find some
new bee-related words to fit to the tune. For example:
Bees are buzzing, bees are buzzing
In the garden, in the garden
Finding flowers, finding flowers
Full of nectar, full of nectar
How many different versions can you make up? Can
you make a silly verse? A sad one? A scary one?
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Bees need a good healthy environment to stay healthy
themselves. But changes in farming, loss of habitat,
and increased use of pesticides means that bee
populations are in trouble. Here’s what you can do to
help your local bees:
• Plant bee-friendly plants – by planning carefully,
you can include plants that provide beauty and
nectar all year round.
• Leave the weeds – weeds are actually wildflowers
and a great source of food for bees.
• No garden? Plant a window box, build an insect
hotel or keep a pot of moist moss outside.
• Buy honey from local beekeepers.
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• Make a bee home (RSPB resource)
http://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/beehouse_tcm9-4035

31.pdf

• Make a bumblebee nest (RSPB resource)
http://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/bumblebee_nest_tcm9

-403335.pdf

• Plant a mini-meadow (RSPB resource)
http://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/mini_meadow_tcm9-40

5653.pdf
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Did you know that taking part in projects, concerts and
workshops can contribute towards both?
Artsmark is Arts Council England’s flagship programme to enable
schools and other organisations to evaluate, strengthen and
celebrate their arts and cultural provision.
For more information including how to apply for
Artsmark status visit www.artsmark.org.uk.
Arts Award supports young people to deepen their engagement
with the arts, to build creative and leadership skills, and to
achieve a national qualification.
For more information on how your students might take
part and how to become an Arts Award centre visit www.
artsaward.org.uk.
Wigmore Hall Learning is a proud supporter of Artsmark and
Arts Award. If taking part in a project, workshop or concert with
us has contributed to your Artsmark status or your students’
Arts Award please tell us!
You can contact us on 020 7258 8240 or by emailing us
at learning@wigmore-hall.org.uk.
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For over 20 years Wigmore Hall’s
renowned Learning programme has been
giving people of all ages, backgrounds
and abilities opportunities to take part
in creative music making, engaging a
broad and diverse audience through
innovative creative projects, concerts,
workshops and online resources.
The spirit of chamber music lies at the
heart of all that we do: making music
together as an ensemble, with every
voice heard and equally valued.
We collaborate with a range of
community, health, social care and
education organisations, working
together to engage people who might
not otherwise have the opportunity to
take part.
OUR PROGRAMME COMPRISES:
SCHOOLS AND EARLY YEARS,
including our new Partner Schools
Programme, in which we work in
partnership with schools and Music

In 2016/17 we led 709 Learning
events, engaging 10,962 people through
29,886 visits to the programme.

Education Hubs to co-produce activity
over three years, creating a creative
whole school plan for music.
COMMUNITY, including Music for Life,
our programme for people living with
dementia and their care staff; hospital
schools projects, on which we partner
with Chelsea Community Hospital
Schools; Musical Portraits, a project for
young people with Autistic Spectrum
Disorders in partnership with National
Portrait Gallery and Turtle Key Arts;
and projects with the Cardinal Hume
Centre, a centre for adults who are
homeless or at risk of homelessness.
FAMILY, which invites families to
come to Wigmore Hall to take part
in inspiring, one-off workshops and
concerts.
Events and projects for YOUNG
PEOPLE, including Young Producers, a
project which invites 14 – 18 year-olds to
programme, plan, promote and present
their own concert at Wigmore Hall.
BEHIND THE MUSIC, a programme of
study events including talks, lecturerecitals, masterclasses, study groups
and Come and Sing days.
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